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We extend the analysis of the deeply virtual Compton sattering proess to the weak interation
setor in the generalized Bjorken limit. The virtual Compton sattering amplitudes for the weak
neutral and harged urrents are alulated at the leading twist within the framework of the nonloal
light-one expansion via oordinate spae QCD string operators. Using a simple model, we estimate
ross setions for neutrino sattering o the nuleon, relevant for future high intensity neutrino beam
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ilities.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
As hybrids of form fators, parton distribution funtions and distribution amplitudes, the generalized parton dis-
tributions (GPDs) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄ provide the most omplete and unied desription of hadroni struture (for reent
reviews, see [7, 8, 9℄ ). Parton distributions parameterize the longitudinal momentum distributions (in an innite
momentum frame) of partons in the nuleon, while the Fourier transforms of form fators in impat parameter spae
desribe the transverse oordinate distributions of the nuleon's onstituents [10, 11℄. GPDs, on the other hand, simul-
taneously enapsulate both the longitudinal momentum and transverse oordinate distributions, and hene provide a
muh more omprehensive, three-dimensional snapshot of the substruture of the nuleon.
At the same time, GPDs have reeived onsiderable attention in reent years in onnetion with the so-alled proton
spin risis [12, 13, 14℄. Namely, ertain low moments of GPDs an be related to the total angular momentum arried
by quarks and gluons (or generially, partons) in the nuleon [2℄. Combined with measurements of the quark heliity
from inlusive deep inelasti sattering, knowledge of GPDs an thus unravel the orbital angular momentum arried
by partons, on whih little or no information is urrently available.
Typially, GPDs an be measured in hard exlusive lepton-prodution proesses, suh as deeply virtual Compton
sattering (DVCS),
e− (k)N (p1) −→ e− (k′)N (p2) γ (q2) . (1)
Here, an eletron (or muon) satters o a nuleon via the exhange (in leading order QED) of a spae-like photon with
virtuality q21 = (k − k′)2 < 0, produing an intat nuleon (with altered momentum) and a real photon in the nal
state. (The four-momenta of the partiles are denoted in the parentheses.) At the quark level, in the leading-twist
approximation, the eletromagneti urrent ouples to dierent quark speies with strength proportional to the squares
of the quark harges, seleting spei linear ombinations of GPDs. Flavor-spei GPDs an be reonstruted by
onsidering DVCS from dierent hadrons (protons and neutrons, for instane), and using isospin symmetry to relate
GPDs in the proton to those in the neutron.
On the other hand, dierent ombinations of quark avors an be aessed by utilizing the weak urrent, whih
ouples to quarks with strengths proportional to the quark weak harges. In analogy with DVCS, these an be studied
in neutrino-indued virtual Compton sattering,
ν (k)N (p1) −→ e− (k′)N ′ (p2) γ (q2) (2)
for the harged urrent, and
ν (k)N (p1) −→ ν (k′)N (p2) γ (q2) (3)
for neutral urrent reations (and similarly for antineutrinos). In partiular, neutrino-indued DVCS an be more
sensitive to the d quark ontent of the proton, in ontrast to eletromagneti probes whih, beause of the quark
harges, are sensitive mostly to the u quark.
Beause of the V −A nature of the weak interations, one an probe C-odd ombinations of GPDs as well as C-even
(where C is the harge onjugation operator), and thus measure independently both the valene and sea ontent of
GPDs. This has a partiularly novel appliation in the ase of the polarized distributions. The usual way to obtain
information on the spin struture of the nuleon is through inlusive deep inelasti sattering of a polarized lepton
from a polarized target. To separate the valene and sea spin ontributions one ould imagine measuring the C-odd
polarized struture funtion by sattering neutrinos from a polarized target, whih would be rather prohibitive using
existing tehnology given the large volume of target needed to polarize. Beause it is sensitive to both spin-averaged
and spin-dependent GPDs, neutrino-indued DVCS ould allow one to extrat the spin-dependent valene and sea
quark distributions using only an unpolarized target.
The weak urrent also allows one to study avor nondiagonal GPDs, suh as those assoiated with the neutron-to-
proton transitions in harged urrent reations in Eq. (2). The use of weak urrents an thus provide an important tool
to omplement the study of GPDs in the more familiar eletron-indued DVCS or deeply exlusive meson prodution
proesses.
Reently, neutrino sattering o nuleons for neutral urrents was disussed in Ref. [15℄, where the authors presented
the leading twist behavior of the ross setion for the deeply virtual neutrino sattering proess. In Ref. [16℄, the
analysis was extended to harged urrents, and the leading twist amplitude omputed. The neutrino-indued hard
exlusive prodution of Ds mesons was onsidered within the GPD formalism in Ref. [17℄.
In this paper, we present a omprehensive analysis of the weak deeply virtual Compton sattering (wDVCS)
proesses in Eqs. (2) and (3), and give a detailed aount of the harged and neutral urrent amplitudes and ross
setions in the kinematis relevant to future high-intensity neutrino experiments [18℄. Some of the formal results in
3this paper have appeared in a preliminary report in Ref. [19℄. In Setion II, we provide a detailed derivation of the
leading twist weak neutral and harged urrent amplitudes using the nonloal light-one operator produt expansion.
We introdue an appropriate set of GPDs, whih parameterize the wDVCS reations. Together with the standard
eletromagneti DVCS proess, the latter are analyzed in Setion III, where we also disuss the relevant ross setions
and kinematis. Here we losely follow the analysis of Ref. [30℄, however, we only keep ontributions up to the twist-2
auray. Using a simple model for nuleon GPDs, whih inludes only the valene quark ontribution, we estimate
the ross setions for weak DVCS proesses, and further ompare the respetive rates in neutrino sattering with
those in the standard eletromagneti DVCS proess. Finally, we draw some onlusions and disuss future prospets
in Setion IV.
II. WEAK VIRTUAL COMPTON SCATTERING AMPLITUDE
In this setion, we present a detailed derivation of the amplitudes for weak virtual Compton sattering. We begin
with an analysis of some general aspets of the amplitudes, before turning to the spei ases of the weak neutral
and harged urrents.
A. Generalities
In analogy with the photon-indued DVCS amplitude, the weak virtual Compton sattering amplitude an be
obtained by replaing the inoming virtual photon with the weak boson B,
B (q1)N (p1) −→ γ (q2)N ′ (p2) , (4)
where B = Z0 or W±. In the ase of the harged W± bosons, the initial and nal nuleons will be dierent. In the
Bjorken regime, where the virtuality of the initial boson and the total enter of mass energy squared of the virtual weak
bosonnuleon system are suiently large, namely −q21 and (p1 + q1)2 → ∞ with the ratio xB ≡ −q21/ [2 (p1 · q1)]
nite, the relevant amplitude is dominated by light-like distanes. The dominant light-one singularities, whih
generate the leading power ontributions in 1/
∣∣q21∣∣ to the amplitude, are represented by the so-alled handbag
diagrams in Fig. 1. At leading twist and to the lowest order in αs, there are two diagrams whih ontribute, in whih
the (hard) quark propagator is onvoluted with the (soft) four-point funtion parameterized in terms of GPDs. In
addition, keeping the momentum transfer squared to the nuleon, t ≡ (p1 − p2)2, as small as possible, one arrives at
the relevant kinematis required to study DVCS. One of the methods to study the amplitude in these kinematis is
based on the nonloal light-one expansion of the produt of urrents in QCD string operators in oordinate spae
[20℄, whih we will employ in the present work.
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Figure 1: Weak deeply virtual Compton sattering of a weak vetor boson B from a nuleon N , produing a real photon γ and
reoil baryon N ′ in the nal state. In the leading handbag approximation (two rightmost diagrams), the boson satters from
a single quark in the nuleon, whih emits the real photon.
In the most general nonforward ase, the virtual Compton sattering amplitude is given by a Fourier transform of
the orrelation funtion of two eletroweak urrents. In partiular, for the standard virtual Compton proess on the
nuleon, both urrents (JµEM and J
ν
EM ) are eletromagneti and the amplitude an be written as:
T µνEM = i
∫
d4x
∫
d4y e−iq1·x+iq2·y 〈N (p2, s2)|T {JµEM (y)JνEM (x)} |N (p1, s1)〉 . (5)
4Here p1 and p2 are the four-momenta of the initial and nal nuleons, and s1 and s2 are their spins. Similarly, for the
weak proess, with an inoming Z0 or W± boson and outgoing photon, the amplitude is:
T µνW = i
∫
d4x
∫
d4y e−iq1·x+iq2·y 〈N ′ (p2, s2)|T {JµEM (y)JνW (x)} |N (p1, s1)〉 . (6)
Here JνW (x) orresponds to either the weak neutral urrent J
ν
WN (x), or the weak harged urrent J
ν
WC (x). Note
that in the eletromagneti and weak neutral ases both the inoming and outgoing nuleons are the same, N = N ′,
whereas for the harged urrent ase they are dierent, N 6= N ′.
It will be onvenient in the analysis to use symmetri oordinates, dened by introduing enter and relative
oordinates of the points x and y, X ≡ (x+ y) /2 and z ≡ y − x. The weak virtual Compton sattering amplitude
then takes the form:
T µνW = i
∫
d4X
∫
d4z e−i(q1−q2)·X+i(q1+q2)·z/2 〈N ′ (p2, s2)|T {JµEM (X + z/2)JνW (X − z/2)} |N (p1, s1)〉 . (7)
Furthermore, in order to treat the initial and nal hadrons in a symmetri manner, we introdue as independent
momentum variables the averages of the boson and hadron momenta, q ≡ (q1 + q2) /2 and p ≡ (p1 + p2) /2, and the
overall momentum transfer, r ≡ p1 − p2 = q2 − q1. Aordingly, we have:
q2 = q21/2− t/4 with t = r2. (8)
From the on-mass-shell onditions, p21 =M
2
1 and p
2
2 = M
2
2 , one then has:
p2 =
1
2
(
M21 +M
2
2 − t/2
)
and p · r = 1
2
(
M21 −M22
)
, (9)
whereM1 andM2 denote the masses of the initial and nal nuleons, respetively. In the following we shall neglet the
mass dierene between the proton and neutron, and set M1 = M2 ≡ M(≃ 0.94 GeV), in whih ase these relations
simplify to:
p2 =M2 − t/4 and p · r = 0 . (10)
After translating to the enter oordinates in Eq. (7), 〈p2| Jµ (X) |p1〉 = 〈p2| Jµ (0) |p1〉 e−i(p1−p2)·X , and integrating
over X , one an write the weak amplitude as:
T µνW = (2π)
4
δ(4) (p1 + q1 − p2 − q2) T µνW , (11)
where the redued weak virtual Compton sattering amplitude is:
T µνW = i
∫
d4z eiq·z 〈N ′ (p− r/2, s2)|T {JµEM (z/2)JνW (−z/2)} |N (p+ r/2, s1)〉 . (12)
The latter appears in the invariant matrix element (i.e. in the T-matrix) of the spei wDVCS proess, and will
be omputed at the twist-2 level in the DVCS kinematis dened above. This approximation amounts to negleting
ontributions of the orderM2/q2 and t/q2. Sine the nal state photon is on-shell, q22 = 0, it follows in this partiular
kinematis that r · q1 ≃ −q21/2 = xB (p1 · q1). Hene the momentum transfer should have a large omponent in the
diretion of the average nuleon momentum,
r = 2ηp+∆ , (13)
haraterized by the skewness parameter
η ≡ r · q
2 (p · q) . (14)
The remainder ∆ in Eq. (13) is transverse to both p and q [21, 22℄. Moreover, in the DVCS kinematis, η oinides
with the saling variable ξ [2℄, where
ξ ≡ − q
2
2 (p · q) . (15)
It is then easy to verify that in the limit t/q2 → 0, one has ξ = xB/ (2− xB).
5Having introdued the redued wDVCS amplitude T µνW and the DVCS kinematis, we now turn to the formal light-
one expansion of the time-ordered produt T {JµEM (z/2)JνW (−z/2)} in the oordinate representation. The expansion
is performed in terms of QCD string operators [20℄. The string operators have gauge links along the straight line
between the elds, however, for brevity we will not write them expliitly. The leading light-one singularity is given by
the s- and u-hannel handbag diagrams shown in Fig. 2. The hard part of eah of the diagrams begins at zeroth order
in αs with the purely tree level diagrams, in whih the virtual weak boson and real photon interat with the (massless)
quarks. The free quark propagator S(z) between the initial and nal quark elds in the oordinate representation is
given by:
6S (z) = 6z
2π2 (z2 − i0)2 =
∫
d4l
(2π)
4 e
−il·z 6 l
l2 + i0
. (16)
Sine the weak urrent ouples to the quark elds through two types of verties, qqZ0 and qqW±, the quark elds
at oordinates ±z/2 an arry either the same or dierent avor quantum numbers. We shall treat these two ases
separately.
νµ−z/2 −z/2ν z/2z/2µ
Figure 2: Handbag diagrams for the weak deeply virtual Compton sattering amplitude in the s-hannel (left diagram) and
u-hannel (right diagram).
B. Weak neutral amplitude
In this setion we expand the time-ordered produt of the weak neutral and eletromagneti urrents. Omitting the
overall vertex fator − |e| g/ cos θW , where g is the weak oupling onstant, and θW is the Weinberg angle, one has:
iT {JµEM (z/2)JνWN (−z/2)} = i
∑
f
Qf
[
ψ¯f (z/2)γ
µi 6S (z)γν 1
2
(
cfV − γ5cfA
)
ψf (−z/2)
+ψ¯f (−z/2)γν 1
2
(
cfV − γ5cfA
)
i 6S (−z)γµψf (z/2)
]
, (17)
where Qf denotes the eletri harge of the quark with avor f (in units of |e|). In the Standard Model, the weak
vetor and axial vetor harges are given by:
cu,c,tV = 1/2− 2Qu,c,t sin2 θW and cd,s,bV = −1/2− 2Qd,s,b sin2 θW , (18)
cu,c,tA = 1/2 and c
d,s,b
A = −1/2 , (19)
with sin2 θW ≃ 0.23. Using the γ-matrix formula:
γµγργν = (sµρνη + iǫµρνηγ5) γη , (20)
where sµρνη ≡ gµρgνη + gµηgρν − gµνgρη is the symmetri tensor and ǫµρνη the antisymmetri tensor [36℄ in Lorentz
indies (µ, ν), the original biloal quark operators an be expressed in terms of the vetor and axial vetor string
operators with only one unontrated Lorentz index:
Of±η (z |0) ≡
[
ψ¯f (z/2)γηψf (−z/2)± (z → −z)
]
, (21)
Of±5η (z |0) ≡
[
ψ¯f (z/2)γηγ5ψf (−z/2)± (z → −z)
]
. (22)
6Aordingly, the time-ordered produt of urrents in Eq. (17) assumes the form:
iT {JµEM (z/2)JνWN (−z/2)} = −
zρ
4π2z4
∑
f
Qf
{
cfV
[
sµρνηOf−η (z |0)− iǫµρνηOf+5η (z |0)
]
− cfA
[
sµρνηOf−5η (z |0)− iǫµρνηOf+η (z |0)
]}
. (23)
In ontrast to the standard eletromagneti DVCS proess, here we have two additional terms. Namely, the presene
of the axial part γ5c
f
A of the VA interation gives rise to a vetor urrent symmetri in (µ, ν), and to an axial vetor
urrent antisymmetri in (µ, ν).
The string operators in Eqs. (21) and (22) do not have a denite twist. To isolate their twist-2 parts, one uses a Taylor
series expansion in the relative oordinate z. The expansion gives rise to the loal operators ψ¯f (0) γηDµ1 · · ·Dµnψf (0)
and ψ¯f (0) γηγ5Dµ1 · · ·Dµnψf (0), where Dµ is the ovariant derivative. To obtain the twist-2 ontributions, one needs
to projet the totally symmetri, traeless parts of the oeients in the expansion, whih is eeted by the following
operation:
[Of±η (z |0)]sym = ∂∂zη
∫ 1
0
dβ
[
ψ¯f (βz/2) 6zψf (−βz/2)∓ (z → −z)
]
, (24)[
Of±5η (z |0)
]
sym
=
∂
∂zη
∫ 1
0
dβ
[
ψ¯f (βz/2) 6zγ5ψf (−βz/2)∓ (z → −z)
]
. (25)
The subtration of traes is implemented by imposing the harmoni ondition on the string operators on the right-
hand-sides of Eqs. (24) and (25). In other words, the ontrated operators
Of± (z |0) ≡ [ψ¯f (z/2) 6zψf (−z/2)± (z → −z)] , (26)
Of±5 (z |0) ≡
[
ψ¯f (z/2) 6zγ5ψf (−z/2)± (z → −z)
]
(27)
should satisfy the d'Alembert equation with respet to z:
∂2z
[Of± (z |0)]
twist−2
= 0 , (28)
and similarly for the twist-2 part of Of±5 (z |0).
To ompute the amplitude T µνW in Eq. (12), we sandwih the ontrated twist-2 operators between the initial and
nal nuleon states. To onstrut a parametrization for the nonforward nuleon matrix elements, we use a spetral
representation, with the relevant spetral funtions orresponding to o-forward parton distributions (OFPDs) [37℄.
Sine the oordinate z runs over the whole four-dimensional spae, in priniple the parametrization should be valid
everywhere in z. However, the inlusion of the z2 terms in the matrix elements generates M2/q2 and t/q2 orretions
to the amplitude (analogous to the well-known target mass orretions in deep inelasti sattering [23, 24, 25℄), and
will hene be negleted. It is suient therefore to provide a parametrization only on the light-one [22℄, namely:
〈N (p2, s2)| Of± (z |0) |N (p1, s1)〉z2=0 = u¯ (p2, s2) 6zu (p1, s1)
∫ 1
−1
dx eixp·zH±f (x, ξ, t)
+u¯ (p2, s2)
(6z 6r− 6r 6z)
4M
u (p1, s1)
∫ 1
−1
dx eixp·zE±f (x, ξ, t) , (29)
〈N (p2, s2)| Of±5 (z |0) |N (p1, s1)〉z2=0 = u¯ (p2, s2) 6zγ5u (p1, s1)
∫ 1
−1
dx eixp·zH˜∓f (x, ξ, t)
−u¯ (p2, s2) (r · z)
2M
γ5u (p1, s1)
∫ 1
−1
dx eixp·zE˜∓f (x, ξ, t) . (30)
The avor dependent OFPDs in Eqs. (29) and (30) refer to the orresponding quark avor f in the nuleon N . They
depend on the usual light-one momentum fration x, the skewness parameter ξ, whih speies the longitudinal
momentum asymmetry, and the invariant momentum transfer t to the target. As illustrated, for example in the s-
hannel diagram of Fig. 2, the parton taken out of the parent nuleon at the spae-time point -z/2 arries a fration
x + ξ of the average nuleon momentum p, while the momentum of the reabsorbed parton at the spae-time point
z/2 is (x− ξ) p.
Note that Of±5 (z |0) has a supersript opposite in sign with respet to the orresponding tilded distributions
H˜∓f (x, ξ, t) and E˜
∓
f (x, ξ, t). While the standard DVCS proess gives aess only to the plus distributions (i.e. the
7sum of quark and antiquark distributions), sattering via the virtual weak boson exhange probes also the minus
distributions. The latter orrespond to the dierene in quark and antiquark distributions, or the valene onguration.
The advantage of using the plus and minus distributions, as opposed to the usual OFPDs Hf (x, ξ, t), Ef (x, ξ, t),
H˜f (x, ξ, t) and E˜f (x, ξ, t), whih parametrize the matrix elements of operators ψ¯f (z/2) 6 zψf (−z/2) and ψ¯f (z/2) 6
zγ5ψf (−z/2), is that they both have well-dened symmetry properties with respet to the saling variable x. By
transforming z → −z and x→ −x, one an readily establish the following rossing symmetry relations:
H±f (x) = ∓H±f (−x) , (31)
E±f (x) = ∓E±f (−x) , (32)
H˜±f (x) = ±H˜±f (−x) , (33)
E˜±f (x) = ±E˜±f (−x) . (34)
Substituting the parametrizations (29) and (30) into the right-hand-sides of Eqs. (24) and (25), one isolates the
twist-2 terms by taking the derivative with respet to z, and integrating by parts over the parameter β, keeping only
the surfae terms with the arguments ψ¯f (±z/2) and ψf (±z/2). Finally, the integral over z is arried out with the
help of the inversion formula for 6S (z):∫
d4z eil·z
zρ
2π2 (z2 − i0)2 =
lρ
(l2 + i0)
. (35)
Here the momentum l is given by l = (xp+ q), so that l2 in the denominator of Eq. (35) beomes l2 = 2 (p · q) (x− ξ).
The expression for the redued weak neutral virtual Compton sattering amplitude in the leading-twist approximation
an then be written (we will impliitly deal with twist-2 amplitudes heneforth):
T µνWN = −
1
4 (p · q)
∑
f
Qf
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)
×
{
cfV
[
sµρνη lρ
[
u¯ (p2, s2) γηu (p1, s1)H
+
f (x, ξ, t) + u¯ (p2, s2)
γη 6r− 6rγη
4M
u (p1, s1)E
+
f (x, ξ, t)
]
+iǫµνρηlρ
[
u¯ (p2, s2) γηγ5u (p1, s1) H˜
+
f (x, ξ, t)− u¯ (p2, s2)
rη
2M
γ5u (p1, s1) E˜
+
f (x, ξ, t)
]]
−cfA
[
sµρνη lρ
[
u¯ (p2, s2) γηγ5u (p1, s1) H˜
−
f (x, ξ, t)− u¯ (p2, s2)
rη
2M
γ5u (p1, s1) E˜
−
f (x, ξ, t)
]
+iǫµνρηlρ
[
u¯ (p2, s2) γηu (p1, s1)H
−
f (x, ξ, t) + u¯ (p2, s2)
γη 6r− 6rγη
4M
u (p1, s1)E
−
f (x, ξ, t)
]]}
. (36)
This an be further simplied by using the light-one (Sudakov) deomposition of the γ-matrix:
γµ = aµ 6n1 + bµ 6n2 + γµ⊥ , (37)
where the four-vetors n1 and n2 in Eq. (37) are light-like, n
2
1 = n
2
2 = 0, and satisfy the ondition n1 · n2 = 1.
Identifying n1 ↔ p and n2 ↔ q2, and negleting the transverse omponent γµ⊥ (sine it orresponds to the higher-twist
ontributions), Eq. (37) takes the form:
γµ =
1
(p · q2) (q
µ
2 6p+ pµ 6q2) . (38)
Now, using the above deomposition, the Dira equation, 6p1u (p1, s1) = 6p2u (p2, s2) = 0 (reall that we neglet the
nuleon mass), and the symmetry properties in Eqs. (31)  (34), the amplitude (36) beomes:
T µνWN = −
1
4 (p · q)
{[
1
(p · q2) (p
µqν2 + p
νqµ2 )− gµν
]
×
[
H+WN (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2u (p1, s1) + E+WN (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2)
( 6q2 6r− 6r 6q2)
4M
u (p1, s1)
−H˜−WN (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2γ5u (p1, s1) + E˜−WN (ξ, t)
(q2 · r)
2M
u¯ (p2, s2) γ5u (p1, s1)
]
8+
[
1
(p · q2) iǫ
µνρηq2ρpη
]
×
[
H˜+WN (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2γ5u (p1, s1)− E˜+WN (ξ, t)
(q2 · r)
2M
u¯ (p2, s2) γ5u (p1, s1)
−H−WN (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2u (p1, s1)− E−WN (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2)
(6q2 6r− 6r 6q2)
4M
u (p1, s1)
]}
, (39)
where
H+(−)WN (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f
Qfc
f
V (A)
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)H
+(−)
f (x, ξ, t)
=
∑
f
Qfc
f
V (A)
∫ 1
−1
dx Hf (x, ξ, t)
(
1
x− ξ + i0 ±
1
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (40)
E+(−)WN (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f
Qfc
f
V (A)
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)E
+(−)
f (x, ξ, t)
=
∑
f
Qfc
f
V (A)
∫ 1
−1
dx Ef (x, ξ, t)
(
1
x− ξ + i0 ±
1
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (41)
H˜+(−)WN (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f
Qfc
f
V (A)
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)H˜
+(−)
f (x, ξ, t)
=
∑
f
Qfc
f
V (A)
∫ 1
−1
dx H˜f (x, ξ, t)
(
1
x− ξ + i0 ∓
1
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (42)
E˜+(−)WN (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f
Qfc
f
V (A)
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)E˜
+(−)
f (x, ξ, t)
=
∑
f
Qfc
f
V (A)
∫ 1
−1
dx E˜f (x, ξ, t)
(
1
x− ξ + i0 ∓
1
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (43)
is a new set of funtions given by the integrals of OFPDs. The amplitude T µνWN has both real and imaginary parts,
with the real part obtained using the prinipal value presription, and the imaginary part oming from the singularity
of the expression 1/ (x∓ ξ ± i0). The latter generates the funtion δ (x∓ ξ), whih onstrains evaluating OFPDs at
the spei point x = ±ξ.
C. Weak harged amplitude
For the weak harged amplitude, we write the expansion of the time-ordered produt of the weak harged and
eletromagneti urrents (again omitting the overall vertex fator − |e| g/√2) as:
iT {JµEM (z/2)JνWC (−z/2)} = −
zρ
4π2z4
∑
f,f ′
[
Qf ′ψ¯f ′ (z/2)γ
µγργν (1− γ5)ψf (−z/2)
−Qf ψ¯f ′ (−z/2)γν (1− γ5) γργµψf (z/2)
]
. (44)
Using the γ-matrix deomposition in Eq. (20), and olleting terms, one has: [38℄
iT {JµEM (z/2)JνWC (−z/2)} = −
zρ
4π2z4
∑
f,f ′
{
sµρνη
[
Qf ′ψ¯f ′ (z/2)γηψf (−z/2)−Qf (z → −z)
]
−iǫµρνη [Qf ′ψ¯f ′ (z/2)γηγ5ψf (−z/2) +Qf (z → −z)]
−sµρνη [Qf ′ψ¯f ′ (z/2)γηγ5ψf (−z/2)−Qf (z → −z)]
+iǫµρνη
[
Qf ′ψ¯f ′ (z/2)γηψf (−z/2) +Qf (z → −z)
]}
. (45)
9Here the sum over quark avors is subjet to an additional ondition, Qf −Qf ′ = ±1, due to the fat that the virtual
boson W± arries an eletri harge, so that the initial and nal nuleons orrespond to dierent partiles. In other
words, the neutron-to-proton transition is via the exhange of a W+ using a neutrino beam, while the proton-to-
neutron transition is via W− using antineutrinos. Moreover, the vetor and axial vetor string operators are not
diagonal in quark avor, and are also aompanied by dierent eletri harges. We an express the orresponding
ontrated string operators, whih appear when extrating the twist-2 part of the expansion (45), as the linear
ombinations: [
Qf ′ψ¯f ′ (z/2) 6zψf (−z/2)±Qf (z → −z)
]
= Q±Of
′f+ (z |0) +Q∓Of
′f− (z |0) , (46)[
Qf ′ ψ¯f ′ (z/2) 6zγ5ψf (−z/2)±Qf (z → −z)
]
= Q±Of
′f+
5 (z |0) +Q∓Of
′f−
5 (z |0) (47)
of the operators:
Of ′f± (z |0) ≡ [ψ¯f ′ (z/2) 6zψf (−z/2)± (z → −z)] , (48)
Of ′f±5 (z |0) ≡
[
ψ¯f ′ (z/2) 6zγ5ψf (−z/2)± (z → −z)
]
, (49)
with the oeients Q± = (Qf ′ ±Qf ) /2. The matrix elements of these operators are then parametrized in terms of
the avor nondiagonal OFPDs:
〈N ′ (p2, s2)| Of
′f± (z |0) |N (p1, s1)〉z2=0 = u¯ (p2, s2) 6zu (p1, s1)
∫ 1
−1
dx eixp·zH±f ′f (x, ξ, t)
+u¯ (p2, s2)
(6z 6r− 6r 6z)
4M
u (p1, s1)
∫ 1
−1
dx eixp·zE±f ′f (x, ξ, t) , (50)
〈N ′ (p2, s2)| Of
′f±
5 (z |0) |N (p1, s1)〉z2=0 = u¯ (p2, s2) 6zγ5u (p1, s1)
∫ 1
−1
dx eixp·zH˜∓f ′f (x, ξ, t)
−u¯ (p2, s2) (r · z)
2M
γ5u (p1, s1)
∫ 1
−1
dx eixp·zE˜∓f ′f (x, ξ, t) . (51)
These orrespond to the situation in whih a quark with avor f is removed from the target nuleon, and a quark
with avor f ′ is reabsorbed. Finally, with the help of Eqs. (46) and (47) and the parametrizations (50) and (51), one
obtains the twist-2 result for the redued weak harged virtual Compton sattering amplitude:
T µνWC = −
1
4 (p · q)
{[
1
(p · q2) (p
µqν2 + p
νqµ2 )− gµν
]
×
[
H+WC (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2u (p1, s1) + E+WC (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2)
(6q2 6r− 6r 6q2)
4M
u (p1, s1)
−H˜−WC (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2γ5u (p1, s1) + E˜−WC (ξ, t)
(q2 · r)
2M
u¯ (p2, s2) γ5u (p1, s1)
]
+
[
1
(p · q2) iǫ
µνρηq2ρpη
]
×
[
H˜+WC (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2γ5u (p1, s1)− E˜+WC (ξ, t)
(q2 · r)
2M
u¯ (p2, s2) γ5u (p1, s1)
−H−WC (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2u (p1, s1)− E−WC (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2)
(6q2 6r− 6r 6q2)
4M
u (p1, s1)
]
+
[
2
(p · q2)p
µpν
]
×
[
F1 (t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2u (p1, s1) + F2 (t) u¯ (p2, s2) (6q2 6r− 6r 6q2)
4M
u (p1, s1)
−GA (t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2γ5u (p1, s1) + GP (t) (q2 · r)
2M
u¯ (p2, s2) γ5u (p1, s1)
]}
, (52)
where the integrals of OFPDs are now given by:
H+(−)WC (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f,f ′
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)
[
Q+(−)H
+
f ′f (x, ξ, t) +Q−(+)H
−
f ′f (x, ξ, t)
]
10
=
∑
f,f ′
∫ 1
−1
dx Hf ′f (x, ξ, t)
(
Qf ′
x− ξ + i0 ±
Qf
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (53)
E+(−)WC (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f,f ′
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)
[
Q+(−)E
+
f ′f (x, ξ, t) +Q−(+)E
−
f ′f (x, ξ, t)
]
=
∑
f,f ′
∫ 1
−1
dx Ef ′f (x, ξ, t)
(
Qf ′
x− ξ + i0 ±
Qf
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (54)
H˜+(−)WC (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f,f ′
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)
[
Q+(−)H˜
+
f ′f (x, ξ, t) +Q−(+)H˜
−
f ′f (x, ξ, t)
]
=
∑
f,f ′
∫ 1
−1
dx H˜f ′f (x, ξ, t)
(
Qf ′
x− ξ + i0 ∓
Qf
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (55)
E˜+(−)WC (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f,f ′
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)
[
Q+(−)E˜
+
f ′f (x, ξ, t) +Q−(+)E˜
−
f ′f (x, ξ, t)
]
=
∑
f,f ′
∫ 1
−1
dx E˜f ′f (x, ξ, t)
(
Qf ′
x− ξ + i0 ∓
Qf
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (56)
and
F1 (t) ≡
∑
f,f ′
Q−
∫ 1
−1
dx H−f ′f (x, ξ, t) =
∑
f,f ′
(Qf ′ −Qf )
∫ 1
−1
dx Hf ′f (x, ξ, t) , (57)
F2 (t) ≡
∑
f,f ′
Q−
∫ 1
−1
dx E−f ′f (x, ξ, t) =
∑
f,f ′
(Qf ′ −Qf)
∫ 1
−1
dx Ef ′f (x, ξ, t) , (58)
GA (t) ≡
∑
f,f ′
Q−
∫ 1
−1
dx H˜+f ′f (x, ξ, t) =
∑
f,f ′
(Qf ′ −Qf )
∫ 1
−1
dx H˜f ′f (x, ξ, t) , (59)
GP (t) ≡
∑
f,f ′
Q−
∫ 1
−1
dx E˜+f ′f (x, ξ, t) =
∑
f,f ′
(Qf ′ −Qf)
∫ 1
−1
dx E˜f ′f (x, ξ, t) . (60)
It is important to note the dierene in the struture between the weak neutral and weak harged amplitudes. The
latter has an additional term, whih is symmetri in indies µ and ν and is determined by the form fators (57) 
(60). This ompletes the derivation of the wDVCS amplitudes.
III. WEAK AND ELECTROMAGNETIC DVCS PROCESSES
In this setion, we onsider spei examples of wDVCS proesses for neutral and harged urrents on an unpolarized
nuleon target. For the former, we examine both neutrino and eletron (or harged lepton in general) sattering, while
the latter is illustrated using the neutron-to-proton transition in neutrino sattering. Before we examine the spei
proesses, however, we disuss the kinematis whih are ommon to all DVCS-like reations.
A. Kinematis
The generalized DVCS proess:
l (k) +N (p1) −→ l′ (k′) +N ′ (p2) + γ (q2) , (61)
where a lepton l (with four-momentum k) satters from a nuleon N (p1) to a nal state l
′ (k′), nuleon N ′ (p2) and
a real photon γ (q2), is illustrated in Fig. 3. The wDVCS diagram, or Compton ontribution, is depited in Fig. 3(a),
whih orresponds to the emission of a real photon from the nuleon blob. The other two diagrams, (b) and ()
in Fig. 3, illustrate the Bethe-Heitler proess, where the real photon is emitted from either the initial or nal lepton
11
leg. Here the nuleon blob represents the eletroweak form fator, while the upper part of eah diagram an be
alulated exatly in QED.
2N (p )2N (p ) /
//
/
// l (k )l (k )
c
(q )
l(k)
b
(q −q )
N(p )
21
a
B
γ
γ
1
B
2
1
(q )2(q )
N(p )
l(k)
1
Figure 3: Weak DVCS (a) and Bethe-Heitler (b and ) diagrams ontributing to the leptoprodution of a real photon.
We denote the various four-momenta in the target rest frame as k =
(
ω,~k
)
, p1 =
(
M,~0
)
, k′ =
(
ω′, ~k′
)
, p2 =
(E2, ~p2) and q2 = (ν2, ~q2). The dierential ross setion for lepton sattering from a nuleon to a nal state with a
lepton, nuleon and a real photon is given by:
dσ =
1
4 (p1 · k) |T|
2 1
(2π)
5 δ
(4) (k + p1 − k′ − p2 − q2) d
3k′
2ω′
d3p2
2E2
d3q2
2ν2
, (62)
where T represents the invariant matrix element ontaining both the Compton and Bethe-Heitler ontributions:
T = TC +TBH . (63)
In the target rest frame, the total leptonnuleon enter of mass energy squared is s ≡ (p1 + k)2 = 2Mω+M2, where
we neglet lepton masses. Integrating the ross setion in Eq. (62) over the photon momentum yields:
dσ =
1
4Mω
|T|2 1
(2π)5
δ
[
(k + p1 − k′ − p2)2
] ω′dω′dΩ′
2
d3p2
2E2
. (64)
The δ-funtion here provides the onstraint sˆ+M2− 2 [(ν1 +M)E2 − ~q1 · ~p2] = 0, where the invariant sˆ ≡ (p1 + q1)2
and q1 = k − k′ = (ν1, ~q1) is the four-momentum of the virtual weak boson with the energy ν1 = ω − ω′ and the
magnitude of the three-momentum |~q1| =
√
ν21 − q21 . In addition, we hoose a oordinate system (depited in Fig. 4)
where the virtual weak boson four-momentum has no transverse omponents, q1 = (ν1, 0, 0, |~q1|), and the inoming
and outgoing lepton four-momenta are k = ω (1, sinφ, 0, cosφ) and k′ = ω′ (1, sinφ′, 0, cosφ′), respetively. In this
referene frame, the azimuthal angle of the reoil nuleon orresponds to the angle ϕ between the lepton and nuleon
sattering planes. Using the δ-funtion in Eq. (64) to integrate over the polar angle φ2 of the outgoing nuleon, and
expressing its energy in terms of the invariant momentum transfer t ≡ (p1 − p2)2 as E2 =M − t/ (2M), we nd:
cosφ2 = − [1 + (ω − ω
′) /M ] t+ q21
2 |~p2|
√
(ω − ω′)2 − q21
, (65)
where |~p2| =
√
−t [1− t/ (4M2)], and the ross setion takes the form:
dσ =
1
32Mω
|T|2 1
(2π)
4
ω′√
(ω − ω′)2 − q21
dω′dE2d (cosφ
′) dϕ . (66)
Here the angle φ′ denotes the polar angle of the sattered lepton.
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Figure 4: Kinematis of the generalized DVCS proess in the target rest frame.
Instead of the kinematial variables (ω′, E2, cosφ
′
), it is more onvenient to express the dierential ross setion
in terms of the variables
(
Q21, t, xB
)
, where Q21 ≡ −q21 . In the target rest frame, we have Q21 = 2MωyxB, where the
invariant y ≡ p1 · q1/p1 · k = (ω − ω′) /ω and aordingly, Eq. (65) turns into:
cosφ2 =
xBM
(
1− t/Q21
)− t/ (2M)
|~p2|
√
1 + 4x2BM
2/Q21
. (67)
Furthermore, from the onservation of three-momentum, ~q1 = ~k − ~k′, and writing the invariant Q21 = − (k − k′)2 =
2ωω′ (1− cosφlep), where φlep is the angle between the inident and sattered lepton momenta, we get for the polar
angles of the inoming and sattered leptons:
cosφ =
1 + 2yx2BM
2/Q21√
1 + 4x2BM
2/Q21
(68)
and
cosφ′ =
1√
1 + 4x2BM
2/Q21
[
1− 2yx
2
BM
2
(1− y)Q21
]
, (69)
respetively. The dierential ross setion an then be written as:
d4σ
dxBdQ21dtdϕ
=
1
32
1
(2π)
4
xBy
2
Q41
1√
1 + 4x2BM
2/Q21
|T|2 . (70)
Finally, energy onservation, M + ν1 = E2 + ν2, implies that the energy of the outgoing real photon in the target rest
frame is ν2 =
(
Q21 + xBt
)
/ (2MxB). Alternatively, we an write the invariant momentum transfer as t ≡ (q2 − q1)2 =
−Q21 − 2ν2
(
ωy −
√
ω2y2 +Q21 cos θBγ
)
, where θBγ denotes the sattering angle between the inoming virtual weak
boson and outgoing real photon. Combining both expressions gives:
cos θBγ =
Q21ν2 + xBM
(
Q21 + t
)
Q21ν2
√
1 + 4x2BM
2/Q21
, (71)
or, on the other hand, the invariant t an be expressed as a funtion of the angle θBγ :
t = −Q21
1 +
(
1−
√
1 + 4x2BM
2/Q21 cos θBγ
)
Q21/
(
2x2BM
2
)
1 +
(
1−
√
1 + 4x2BM
2/Q21 cos θBγ
)
Q21/ (2xBM
2)
. (72)
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In the following, we determine the kinematially allowed region for the generalized DVCS proess, whih requires
nding the upper and lower limits of the invariants xB , y and t. The kinematis are subjet to the following onstraints:
1. The energy of the inoming lepton beam is xed at ω = 20 GeV.
2. The invariant mass squared of the virtual bosonnuleon system should be above the resonane region, sˆ ≡
(p1 + q1)
2 ≥ sˆmin = 4 GeV2.
3. The virtuality of the inoming boson has to be large enough to ensure light-one dominane of the sattering
proess, Q21 ≥ Q21min = 2.5 GeV2.
4. The momentum transfer squared should be as small as possible, e.g. 0.1 GeV2 ≤ |t| ≤ 0.2 GeV2, whih yields a
low-energy nuleon and a high-energy real photon with in the nal state.
The onstraint (2) leads to a lower limit on the variable y:
ymin =
sˆmin −M2
(s−M2) (1− xB) . (73)
On the other hand, when the inoming lepton is aligned along the z-axis, i.e. φlep = 180
◦
, the saling variable y
reahes its maximum value:
ymax =
(
1 +
M2xB
s−M2
)−1
. (74)
The region in the xBy plane is then bounded by three urves, illustrated in Fig. 5. These are given by ymin in Eq. (73),
ymax in Eq. (74), and y = Q
2
1min/
[(
s−M2)xB], whih follows from the onstraint (3). Next, both the lower and
upper limits of the invariant t an be determined in the virtual weak bosonnuleon enter of mass frame. Here the
kinemati limits of t are given by (up to relative orretions of the order xBM
2/Q21):
tmin =
−M2x2B
1− xB (1−M2/Q21)
and tmax =
M2x2B − 2M2xB +Q21 (xB − 1) /xB
1− xB (1−M2/Q21)
, (75)
at the sattering angles of 0◦ and 180◦, respetively, between the initial and nal nuleons.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
xB
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
y
Figure 5: Kinematis of the DVCS proess: the dashed urve gives ymin in Eq. (73), the solid represents ymax in Eq. (74), and
the dotted orresponds to y = Q21min/
[(
s−M2
)
xB
]
. The region bounded by the three urves is that kinematially allowed
for sˆ ≥ 4 GeV2 and Q21 ≥ 2.5 GeV
2
with an ω = 20 GeV lepton beam.
Finally, we selet one kinematial point within the allowed region in the xBy plane, namely Q
2
1 = 2.5 GeV
2
and
xB = 0.35. For this point, in Fig. 6 we plot the invariant momentum transfer against the sattering angle θBγ , whih
varies between −0.15 GeV2 and −1.433 GeV2 for 0 ≤ θBγ ≤ 15◦. We also set the angle between the lepton and
nuleon sattering planes to ϕ = 0. Then, with the so-alled in-plane kinematis, the polar angles of both inoming
and sattered leptons are xed to φ = 20.2◦ and φ′ = 25.3◦, respetively.
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Figure 6: Invariant momentum transfer squared as a funtion of the sattering angle between the inoming virtual weak boson
and outgoing real photon in the target rest frame, for Q21 = 2.5 GeV
2
and xB = 0.35.
B. Model
To proeed with a numerial study of the wDVCS proess, we need a model of the OFPDs. Sine this is an
exploratory study, rather than a detailed one intended for omparison to experiment, we hoose for simpliity a toy
model to illustrate the main features of wDVCS and the dierenes with eletromagneti DVCS.
Inherent in our model are the following approximations:
• The sea quark ontributions are negligible, whih implies that the plus OFPDs oinide with the minus
OFPDs. For that reason, Hf ≡ Hvalf and H˜f ≡ H˜valf for quark avor f = u or d, and similarly for the Ef and
E˜f distributions.
• The t dependene an be fatorized from the other two saling variables (x and ξ) for all distributions, and the
dependene of the OFPDs on t is haraterized by the orresponding form fators.
• The ξ dependene of OFPDs appears only in the E˜f distribution.
The parametrization of the unpolarized quark OFPDs in the proton is taken from Ref. [26℄:
Hvalu (x, ξ, t) = u
val
p (x)F1u (t) /2 , (76)
Hvald (x, ξ, t) = d
val
p (x)F1d (t) , (77)
Evalu (x, ξ, t) = u
val
p (x)F2u (t) /2 , (78)
Evald (x, ξ, t) = d
val
p (x)F2d (t) , (79)
where the unpolarized valene quark distributions are given by [27℄:
uvalp (x) = 1.89x
−0.4 (1− x)3.5 (1 + 6x) , (80)
dvalp (x) = 0.54x
−0.6 (1− x)4.2 (1 + 8x) . (81)
They losely reprodue the orresponding GRV parametrizations [28℄ at a low normalization point, −q21 ≃ 1 GeV2
[29℄. The u- and d-quark form fators in Eqs. (76)(79) an be extrated from the proton and neutron Dira and
Pauli form fators, negleting strangeness and heavier avors, aording to F1p(n) = QuF1u(d)+QdF1d(u) and F2p(n) =
QuF2u(d) +QdF2d(u), whih are in turn related to the Sahs eletri and magneti form fators:
F1p(n) (t) =
[
GEp(n) (t)−
t
4M2
GMp(n) (t)
](
1− t
4M2
)−1
, (82)
F2p(n) (t) =
[
GMp(n) (t)−GEp(n) (t)
](
1− t
4M2
)−1
. (83)
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At small t, both the proton and neutron magneti form fators, as well as the proton eletri form fator, are
approximated by dipole ts, while the eletri neutron form fator is taken to be zero:
GEp (t) =
GMp (t)
1 + κp
=
GMn (t)
κn
=
(
1− t
Λ2
)−2
, and GEn (t) = 0 , (84)
where κp = 1.793 and κn = −1.913 are the proton and neutron anomalous magneti moments, respetively, and the
parameter Λ2 = 0.71 GeV2.
In the polarized ase, we take for the valene distributions the fatorized ansatz from Ref. [30℄:
H˜valu (x, ξ, t) = ∆u
val
p (x)
(
1− t
m2A
)−2
, (85)
H˜vald (x, ξ, t) = ∆d
val
p (x)
(
1− t
m2A
)−2
, (86)
where the mass mA = 1.03 GeV. The polarized valene quark distributions in the proton an be expressed in terms
of the unpolarized distributions using a parameterization motivated by the SU(6) quark model [31, 32℄:
∆uvalp = cos θD
(
uvalp −
2
3
dvalp
)
, (87)
∆dvalp = cos θD
(
−1
3
dvalp
)
, (88)
where cos θD =
[
1 + 0.06
(
1− x2) /√x ]−1. Finally, for the E˜f distribution we use an ansatz in whih the distribution
is dominated by the pion pole:
E˜valu (x, ξ, t) =
1
2
Fpi (t)
θ (|x| < ξ)
2ξ
φpi
(
x+ ξ
2ξ
)
, (89)
E˜vald (x, ξ, t) = −E˜valu (x, ξ, t) . (90)
The funtion Fpi (t) is assumed to have a form valid for −t≪M2 [33℄:
Fpi (t) =
4gAM
2
(m2pi − t)
[
1− 1.7
(
m2pi − t
)
/GeV2
(1− t/2 GeV2)2
]
, (91)
where mpi ≃ 0.14 GeV, and the axial harge of the nuleon is gA ≃ 1.267. For the pion distribution amplitude in
Eq. (90) we hoose, for simpliity, its asymptoti form:
φpi (u) = 6u (1− u) . (92)
Having dened the kinematis and desribed the model for the nuleon OFPDs, in the rest of this setion we
examine several spei DVCS proesses.
C. Weak neutral urrent sattering
In this subsetion we disuss two examples of the weak neutral urrent sattering proess, for neutrinoproton and
eletronproton sattering. For the ase of an unpolarized neutron target, one an use isospin symmetry to express the
neutron OFPDs in terms of proton OFPDs. To make our omparisons meaningful, in all ases the relevant unpolarized
dierential ross setions (70) will be plotted as a funtion of the angle θBγ for the same kinematial point, namely,
Q21 = 2.5 GeV
2
and xB = 0.35, with a lepton beam energy ω = 20 GeV.
1. Neutrinoproton sattering
Sine neutrinos do not interat with photons, neutrino sattering from a proton via the exhange of a Z0 boson
measures the pure Compton ontribution, with no ontribution from the Bethe-Heitler proess. The T-matrix for this
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proess,
iTνp = u¯ (k
′)
( −ig
cos θW
)
γλ
(
cνV − γ5cνA
2
)
u (k)
[
−i (gνλ − q1νq1λ/M2Z0)
q21 −M2Z0
]( − |e| g
cos θW
)
ǫ∗µ (q2) (−iT µνWN ) , (93)
is then solely given by the DVCS diagram, Fig. 3(a). The vetor and axial vetor ouplings at the ννZ0 vertex
are cνV = c
ν
A = 1/2. By taking into aount that M
2
Z0 ≫ Q21 and cos θW ≡ MW /MZ0 , and further realling that
g2/
(
8M2W
) ≡ GF /√2, where GF ≃ 1.166 · 10−5 GeV−2 is the Fermi oupling onstant, we arrive at:
Tνp =
√
2 |e|GF u¯ (k′) γν (1− γ5) u(k)ǫ∗µ (q2) T µνWN . (94)
To ompute the unpolarized ross setion, one should average the square of the amplitude Tνp over the spins of the
initial partiles, and further sum it over the spins and polarizations of the nal partiles. In partiular, the summation
over the photon polarizations is performed using the Feynman gauge presription, i.e. one an replae∑
γ polar.
ǫ∗µ (q2) ǫα (q2) −→ −gµα (95)
by virtue of the Ward identity. As a result, we then write the spin-averaged square of the T-matrix in terms of
fatorized neutrino and weak neutral hadroni tensors,
|Tνp|2 = 8παG2F L(ν)νβHνβWN , (96)
where α ≡ e2/ (4π) ≃ 1/137 is the eletromagneti ne struture onstant. The neutrino tensor L(ν)νβ is given by:
L
(ν)
νβ = 8
[
kνk
′
β + kβk
′
ν − gνβ (k · k′)− iǫνβστkσk′τ
]
. (97)
The weak neutral hadroni tensor HνβWN , on the other hand, has a onsiderably more ompliated struture. In the
DVCS kinematis, however, in whih O (t/q21) and O (M2/q21) terms are negleted, and using the Feynman gauge
presription, this redues to:
HνβWN = −
1
2
T µνWN
(
T βµWN
)∗
= −1
4
{
C1WN
[
gνβ − 1
(p · q2)
(
pνqβ2 + p
βqν2
)
+
M2
(p · q2)2
(
1− t
4M2
)
qν2q
β
2
]
− C2WN 1
(p · q2) iǫ
νβδλpδq2λ
}
,
(98)
where the funtions C1WN and C2WN are given by:
C1WN =
(
1− ξ2)(∣∣H+WN ∣∣2 + ∣∣H−WN ∣∣2 + ∣∣∣H˜+WN ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣H˜−WN ∣∣∣2)− (ξ2 + t4M2
)(∣∣E+WN ∣∣2 + ∣∣E−WN ∣∣2)
−ξ2 t
4M2
(∣∣∣E˜+WN ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣E˜−WN ∣∣∣2)− 2ξ2ℜ(H+∗WNE+WN +H−∗WNE−WN + H˜+∗WN E˜+WN + H˜−∗WN E˜−WN) , (99)
C2WN = −2
[(
1− ξ2)ℜ(H+∗WNH−WN + H˜+∗WNH˜−WN)− (ξ2 + t4M2
)
ℜ (E+∗WNE−WN)− ξ2 t4M2ℜ(E˜+∗WN E˜−WN)
−ξ2ℜ
(
H+∗WNE−WN + E+∗WNH−WN + H˜+∗WN E˜−WN + E˜+∗WNH˜−WN
)]
. (100)
The result of the ontration of the tensor HνβWN with L
(ν)
νβ in Eq. (97) an be presented in a ompat form as:
|Tνp|2 = 16παG
2
FQ
2
1
y2
{[
1 + (1− y)2
]
C1WN −
[
1− (1− y)2
]
C2WN
}
. (101)
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2. Eletronproton sattering
Unlike in the neutrino ase, for eletron sattering both the Compton and Bethe-Heitler proesses ontribute, in
whih ase the ep amplitude is given by the sum Tep = TCep + TBHep. By replaing neutrinos with eletrons in
Eq. (93), we an immediately write for the Compton part of the T-matrix:
TCep = 2
√
2 |e|GF u¯ (k′) γν (ceV − γ5ceA)u(k)ǫ∗µ (q2) T µνWN , (102)
where the ouplings are now ceV = −1/2 + 2 sin2 θW and ceA = −1/2. The spin-averaged square of TCep then reads:
|TCep|2 = 32παG2F L(e)νβHνβWN . (103)
The hadroni tensor HνβWN is the same as in Eq. (98), while the eletron tensor has an additional fator of 1/2 from
averaging over the initial eletron spins:
L
(e)
νβ = 2
{[
(ceV )
2
+ (ceA)
2
] [
kνk
′
β + kβk
′
ν − gνβ (k · k′)
]− 2ceV ceAiǫνβστkσk′τ} , (104)
and hene
|TCep|2 = 16παG
2
FQ
2
1
y2
{[
(ceV )
2
+ (ceA)
2
] [
1 + (1− y)2
]
C1WN − 2ceV ceA
[
1− (1− y)2
]
C2WN
}
. (105)
For the Bethe-Heitler ontribution, sine both the initial and nal leptons are eletrons, both diagrams (b) and ()
in Fig. 3 ontribute. The full Bethe-Heitler amplitude is given by:
TBHep = 2
√
2 |e|GF ǫ∗µ (q2) u¯ (k′)
[
γµ (6k′+ 6q2) γν (ceV − γ5ceA)
(k′ + q2)
2 +
γν (ceV − γ5ceA) ( 6k− 6q2) γµ
(k − q2)2
]
u (k)
×〈p (p2, s2)| JNCν (0) |p (p1, s1)〉 . (106)
Aordingly, the eletron and hadroni tensors in the Bethe-Heitler amplitude
|TBHep|2 = 32παG2F LνβBHHBHνβ (107)
are given by:
LνβBH = −
1
2
Tr
{
6k′
[
(γµ 6q2 + 2k′µ) γν (ceV − γ5ceA)
2 (k′ · q2) +
γν (ceV − γ5ceA) ( 6q2γµ − 2kµ)
2 (k · q2)
]
× 6k
[
γβ (ceV − γ5ceA)
(6q2γµ + 2k′µ)
2 (k′ · q2) +
(γµ 6q2 − 2kµ) γβ (ceV − γ5ceA)
2 (k · q2)
]}
=
2
(k′ · q2)
{[
(ceV )
2
+ (ceA)
2
] [
kνqβ2 + k
βqν2 − gνβ (k · q2)
]
− 2ceV ceAiǫνβστkσq2τ
}
+
2
(k · q2)
{[
(ceV )
2 + (ceA)
2
] [
k′νqβ2 + k
′βqν2 − gνβ (k′ · q2)
]
+ 2ceV c
e
Aiǫ
νβστk′σq2τ
}
+
2
(k′ · q2) (k · q2)
{[
(ceV )
2
+ (ceA)
2
] [
(k · q2)
[
kνk′β + kβk′ν + 2k′νk′β
]− (k′ · q2) [kνk′β + kβk′ν + 2kνkβ]
+(k · k′)
[
kνqβ2 + k
βqν2 − k′νqβ2 − k′βqν2 + 2kνk′β + 2kβk′ν
]
+ 2gνβ (k · k′) [(k′ · q2)− (k · q2)− (k · k′)]
]
−2ceV ceAiǫνβστ [(k · k′) [2kσk′τ + kσq2τ + k′σq2τ ] + [(k · q2)− (k′ · q2)] kσk′τ ]
}
(108)
and
HBHνβ =
1
2
∑
s1,s2
〈p (p2, s2)| JNCν (0) |p (p1, s1)〉 〈p (p2, s2)| JNCβ (0) |p (p1, s1)〉∗ , (109)
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respetively. The weak neutral transition urrent JNCν in Eq. (109) onsists of vetor and axial vetor parts:
JNCν (0) =
1
2
[
V NCν (0)−ANCν (0)
]
=
1
2
∑
f
[
cfV ψ¯f (0)γνψf (0)− cfAψ¯f (0) γνγ5ψf (0)
]
. (110)
Their matrix elements are parametrized as (see e.g. Ref. [34℄):
〈p (p2, s2)|V NCν (0) |p (p1, s1)〉 = u¯ (p2, s2)
[
FNC1 (t) γν − FNC2 (t)
iσνλr
λ
2M
]
u (p1, s1) , (111)
〈p (p2, s2)|ANCν (0) |p (p1, s1)〉 = u¯ (p2, s2)
[
GNCA (t) γνγ5 −GNCP (t)
γ5rν
2M
]
u (p1, s1) , (112)
whih then gives the following expression for the hadroni tensor:
HBHνβ =
1
4
{
t
[
gνβ − rνrβ
t
] [
FNC1 (t) + F
NC
2 (t)
]2
+ 4
[
p1ν − rν
2
] [
p1β − rβ
2
] [(
FNC1 (t)
)2 − t
4M2
(
FNC2 (t)
)2]}
+
[(
p1ν − rν
2
)(
p1β − rβ
2
)
−M2
(
1− t
4M2
)
gνβ
] (
GNCA (t)
)2
+
rνrβ
4
(
1− t
4M2
)(
GNCP (t)
)2
−rνrβ
4
[
GNCA (t) +G
NC
P (t)
]2 − iǫνβστpσ1pτ2 [FNC1 (t) + FNC2 (t)]GNCA (t) . (113)
We express the result of the ontration of Eq. (113) with the leptoni tensor in Eq. (108) in terms of the kinematial
invariants xB , y, Q
2
1 and t, and the salar produt:
k · q2 = ων2 [1− (sinφ sin θBγ + cosφ cos θBγ)]
= Q21
1 + xBt/Q
2
1
y (1 + 4x2BM
2/Q21)
{
1− y
2
− 1
2
(
1 +
2yx2BM
2
Q21
)(
1 + t/Q21
1 + xBt/Q21
)
−
√√√√(1− y − y2x2BM2
Q21
)[
1− 1 + t/Q
2
1
1 + xBt/Q21
− x
2
BM
2
Q21
(
1 + t/Q21
1 + xBt/Q21
)2]  . (114)
Moreover, it is onvenient to introdue the dimensionless variables τ ≡ t/Q21, µ ≡ M2/Q21 and κ ≡ (k · q2) /Q21. The
latter an be written in the following form:
κ =
1
2y (1 + 4x2Bµ)
{
1− 2K − τ [1− xB (2− y) + 2x2Byµ]+ 2x2Byµ}− 12 , (115)
where
K =
√
− (1− y − x2By2µ)
[
(1− xB) τ + xB (1− xB) τ2 + x2By2µ (1 + τ)2
]
(116)
is the 1/
√
Q21-power suppressed kinematial fator. In terms of these variables, the Bethe-Heitler squared amplitude
an then be written:
|TBHep|2 = −32παG2FQ21
[
1
2κ (2κ+ τ + 1)x2By
2
]
×
{[
(ceV )
2
+ (ceA)
2
] [
x2By
2τ
[
(2κ+ 1)
2
+ (2κ+ τ)
2
] [
FNC1 (t) + F
NC
2 (t)
]2
+2
[
2τ (1− y)− xByτ (4κ+ τ + 1) + y2
[
τ + xBτ (2κ+ τ) + x
2
Bµ
[
1 + 8κ2 + τ2 + 4κ (1 + τ)
]]]
×
[(
FNC1 (t)
)2 − t
4M2
(
FNC2 (t)
)2]]
+
[
4τ − 2yτ [2 + xB (4κ+ τ + 1)] + y2
[
2τ + 2xBτ (2κ+ τ) + x
2
B (τ − 2µ)
[
1 + 8κ2 + τ2 + 4κ (1 + τ)
]]]
×
[
(ceV )
2 + (ceA)
2
] (
GNCA (t)
)2
+4xByτ [2 (1− τ) + y [2 (2κ+ τ)− xB (1− τ) (4κ+ τ + 1)]] ceV ceA
[
FNC1 (t) + F
NC
2 (t)
]
GNCA (t)
}
, (117)
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where the term 1/ [2κ (2κ+ τ + 1)] omes from the lepton propagators. Note that, in ontrast to the Compton
ontribution, Eq. (117) is the result of the exat alulation. Eah of the vetor form fators an be further deomposed
into linear ombinations of avor triplet, otet and singlet form fators:
FNC1(2) (t) =
(
1− 2 sin2 θW
) [
F 31(2) (t) +
1
6
F 81(2) (t)
]
− 1
6
F 01(2) (t) , (118)
while the axial and pseudosalar form fators an be written, in general, as dierenes between the isovetor and
strangeness form fators:
GNCA(P ) (t) = G
3
A(P ) (t)−
1
2
GsA(P ) (t) . (119)
If one further neglets sea quark ontributions, then these form fators an be written as:
F 31(2) (t) =
1
2
[
F1(2)u (t)− F1(2)d (t)
]
, (120)
F 81(2) (t) = F
0
1(2) (t) =
[
F1(2)u (t) + F1(2)d (t)
]
, (121)
GNCA(P ) (t) = G
3
A(P ) (t) . (122)
Reall that the t dependene of the u- and d-quark form fators is given by the Dira and Pauli form fators, whereas
for the axial and pseudosalar form fators we use the parametrizations:
GNCA (t) =
gA
2
(
1− t
m2A
)−2
, (123)
GNCP (t) =
GNCA (t)
2
(
4M2
m2pi − t
)
. (124)
The interferene terms between the Compton and Bethe-Heitler ontributions,
Iep = TCepT∗BHep +T∗CepTBHep , (125)
are partiularly interesting, sine they are linear in the integrals of OFPDs. Substituting the expressions in Eqs. (102)
and (106) into Eq. (125), and averaging and summing over the initial and nal spins, respetively, the interferene
term an be written in terms of the eletron and hadroni traes as:
Iep = −4παG2F
{
Tr
{
6k′γν (ceV − γ5ceA) 6k
[
γβ (ceV − γ5ceA)
(6q2γµ + 2k′µ)
2 (k′ · q2) +
(γµ 6q2 − 2kµ) γβ (ceV − γ5ceA)
2 (k · q2)
]}
×Tr
{
( 6p2 +M) Tˆ µνWN ( 6p1 +M)
[
FNC1 (t) γβ + F
NC
2 (t)
iσβτr
τ
2M
−GNCA (t) γβγ5 −GNCP (t)
γ5rβ
2M
]}
+Tr
{
6kγβ (ceV − γ5ceA) 6k′
[
(γµ 6q2 + 2k′µ) γν (ceV − γ5ceA)
2 (k′ · q2) +
γν (ceV − γ5ceA) (6q2γµ − 2kµ)
2 (k · q2)
]}
×Tr
{
( 6p1 +M)
(
Tˆ βµWN
)∗
(6p2 +M)
[
FNC1 (t) γν − FNC2 (t)
iσνλr
λ
2M
−GNCA (t) γνγ5 +GNCP (t)
γ5rν
2M
]}}
,
(126)
where the amplitude Tˆ µνWN is the spinorless part of the redued virtual Compton sattering amplitude T µνWN :
T µνWN = u¯ (p2, s2) Tˆ µνWNu (p1, s1) . (127)
To be onsistent, we need to keep the same level of auray as in the Compton part, i.e. we should neglet terms that
are of O (t/q21) and O (M2/q21) order. Aordingly, the variable κ beomes κ = [(1− y)− 2K] / (2y). Furthermore,
we should only keep terms linear in K. After the ontration, we obtain:
Iep = −16παG2FQ21
[
1
2κ (2κ+ τ + 1)xBy3
]{[
(ceV )
2 + (ceA)
2
] [
4K (2− 2y + y2)]
×
[
FNC1 (t)ℜ
(H+WN)− t4M2FNC2 (t)ℜ (E+WN)+GNCA (t)ℜ(H˜−WN)
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+ξ
[[
FNC1 (t) + F
NC
2 (t)
]ℜ(H˜+WN)+GNCA (t) [ℜ (H−WN)+ ℜ (E−WN)]]]
+ceV c
e
A [8Ky (2− y)]
[
FNC1 (t)ℜ
(H−WN )− t4M2FNC2 (t)ℜ (E−WN)+GNCA (t)ℜ(H˜+WN)
+ξ
[[
FNC1 (t) + F
NC
2 (t)
]ℜ(H˜−WN)+GNCA (t) [ℜ (H+WN)+ ℜ (E+WN)]]]} . (128)
D. Weak harged urrent sattering
In the weak harged urrent setor, we onsider neutrino sattering from a neutron via the exhange of aW+ boson,
produing a proton in the nal state. The T-matrix of the Compton ontribution in this ase is:
TCνn =
√
2 |e|GF u¯ (k′) γν (1− γ5) u (k) ǫ∗µ (q2) T µνWC , (129)
where the amplitude T µνWC is, in general, given by Eq. (52). In our simple model, however, the quark avors f and
f ′ in Eqs. (53)  (56) are d and u, respetively, and the oeients equal to Q+ = 1/6 and Q− = 1/2. To proeed,
we relate the avor nondiagonal OFPDs to avor diagonal ones using isospin symmetry. Speially, the nuleon
matrix elements 〈p (p2, s2)| Oud± (z |0) |n (p1, s1)〉 and 〈p (p2, s2)| Oud±5 (z |0) |n (p1, s1)〉 in Eqs. (48) and (49) that are
nondiagonal in quark avor are expressed in terms of the avor diagonal matrix elements aording to Ref. [35℄:
〈p (p2, s2)| Oud± (z |0) |n (p1, s1)〉 = 〈p (p2, s2)| Ou± (z |0) |p (p1, s1)〉 − 〈p (p2, s2)| Od± (z |0) |p (p1, s1)〉 , (130)
and similarly for 〈p (p2, s2)| Oud±5 (z |0) |n (p1, s1)〉. The onvolution integrals in Eqs. (53)  (56) and Eqs. (57)  (60)
then beome:
H+(−)WC (ξ, t) =
∫ 1
−1
dx [Hu (x, ξ, t)−Hd (x, ξ, t)]
(
Qu
x− ξ + i0 ±
Qd
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (131)
E+(−)WC (ξ, t) =
∫ 1
−1
dx [Eu (x, ξ, t)− Ed (x, ξ, t)]
(
Qu
x− ξ + i0 ±
Qd
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (132)
H˜+(−)WC (ξ, t) =
∫ 1
−1
dx
[
H˜u (x, ξ, t)− H˜d (x, ξ, t)
]( Qu
x− ξ + i0 ∓
Qd
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (133)
E˜+(−)WC (ξ, t) =
∫ 1
−1
dx
[
E˜u (x, ξ, t)− E˜d (x, ξ, t)
]( Qu
x− ξ + i0 ∓
Qd
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (134)
and
F1 (t) = (Qu −Qd) [F1u (t)− F1d (t)] , (135)
F2 (t) = (Qu −Qd) [F2u (t)− F2d (t)] , (136)
GA (t) = (Qu −Qd) gA (t) , (137)
GP (t) = (Qu −Qd) gP (t) . (138)
The spin-averaged square of the T-matrix in Eq. (129) an then be written as:
|TCνn|2 = 8παG2F L(µ)νβ HνβWC , (139)
where the weak harged hadroni tensor is given by:
HνβWC = −
1
2
T µνWC
(
T βµWC
)∗
= −1
4
{
C1WC
[
gνβ − 1
(p · q2)
(
pνqβ2 + p
νqβ2
)
+
M2
(p · q2)2
(
1− t
4M2
)
qν2 q
β
2
]
− C2WC 1
(p · q2) iǫ
νβδλpδq2λ
+
2M2
(p · q2)2
(
1− t
4M2
)[
C3WC pνqβ2 + C4WC pβqν2 + 2C5WC pνpβ
]}
, (140)
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with the following set of funtions:
C1WC =
(
1− ξ2)(∣∣H+WC ∣∣2 + ∣∣H−WC ∣∣2 + ∣∣∣H˜+WC ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣H˜−WC ∣∣∣2)− (ξ2 + t4M2
)(∣∣E+WC ∣∣2 + ∣∣E−WC ∣∣2)
−ξ2 t
4M2
(∣∣∣E˜+WC ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣E˜−WC ∣∣∣2)− 2ξ2ℜ(H+∗WCE+WC +H−∗WCE−WC + H˜+∗WC E˜+WC + H˜−∗WC E˜−WC) , (141)
C2WC = −2
[(
1− ξ2)ℜ(H+∗WCH−WC + H˜+∗WCH˜−WC)− (ξ2 + t4M2
)
ℜ (E+∗WCE−WC)− ξ2 t4M2ℜ(E˜+∗WC E˜−WC)
−ξ2ℜ
(
H+∗WCE−WC + E+∗WCH−WC + H˜+∗WC E˜−WC + E˜+∗WCH˜−WC
) ]
, (142)
C3WC =
(
1− ξ2) (F1H+∗WC + GAH˜−∗WC)− (ξ2 + t4M2
)(F2E+∗WC)
−ξ2 t
4M2
(
GP E˜−∗WC
)
− ξ2
(
F1E+∗WC + F2H+∗WC + GAE˜−∗WC + GP H˜−∗WC
)
, (143)
C4WC =
(
1− ξ2) (F1H+WC + GAH˜−WC)− (ξ2 + t4M2
)(F2E+WC)
−ξ2 t
4M2
(
GP E˜−WC
)
− ξ2
(
F1E+WC + F2H+WC + GAE˜−WC + GP H˜−WC
)
, (144)
C5WC =
(
1− ξ2) (F21 + G2A)− (ξ2 + t4M2
)
F22 − ξ2
t
4M2
G2P − 2ξ2 (F1F2 + GAGP ) . (145)
As opposed to the weak neutral ase, the additional funtions C3WC , C4WC and C5WC appear as a result of the extra
term in the weak harged amplitude (52). Moreover, by negleting the mass of the outgoing harged lepton, the
leptoni tensor L
(µ)
νβ oinides with the neutrino tensor L
(ν)
νβ in Eq. (97). Consequently, after ignoring terms O
(
t/q21
)
and O (M2/q21), Eq. (139) simplies into:
|TCνn|2 = 16παG
2
FQ
2
1
y2
{[
1 + (1− y)2
]
C1WC −
[
1− (1− y)2
]
C2WC
}
. (146)
For the Bethe-Heitler bakground, only diagram (b) of Fig. 3 ontributes, for whih the amplitude is given by:
TBHνn =
√
2 |e|GF ǫ∗µ (q2) u¯ (k′)
[
γµ ( 6k′+ 6q2) γν (1− γ5)
(k′ + q2)
2
]
u (k) 〈p (p2, s2)| JCCν (0) |n (p1, s1)〉 . (147)
The spin-averaged square of the amplitude TBHνn an then be written as:
|TBHνn|2 = 8παG2F LνβBHHBHνβ , (148)
with the leptoni and hadroni tensors given by:
LνβBH = −Tr
{
6k′
[
(γµ 6q2 + 2k′µ) γν (1− γ5)
2 (k′ · q2)
]
6k
[
γβ (1− γ5)
(6q2γµ + 2k′µ)
2 (k′ · q2)
]}
=
8
(k′ · q2)
[
kνqβ2 + k
βqν2 − gνβ (k · q2)− iǫνβστkσq2τ
]
, (149)
HBHνβ =
1
2
∑
s1,s2
〈p (p2, s2)| JCCν (0) |n (p1, s1)〉 〈p (p2, s2)| JCCβ (0) |n (p1, s1)〉∗ , (150)
respetively. The matrix element of the weak harged transition urrent between the nuleon states is dened as:
〈p (p2, s2)| JCCν (0) |n (p1, s1)〉 = 〈p (p2, s2)| ψ¯p (0) γν
1
2
(1− γ5)ψn (0) |n (p1, s1)〉 . (151)
Using the isospin symmetry relation in Eq. (130) between the avor nondiagonal and diagonal nuleon matrix elements,
we an parametrize the vetor part of the matrix element in Eq. (151) in terms of the Dira and Pauli form fators
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for eah quark avor:
〈p (p2, s2)| ψ¯p (0)γνψn (0) |n (p1, s1)〉 = 〈p (p2, s2)| ψ¯u (0)γνψu (0) |p (p1, s1)〉 − 〈p (p2, s2)| ψ¯d (0) γνψd (0) |p (p1, s1)〉
= u¯ (p2, s2)
{
[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] γν − [F2u (t)− F2d (t)] iσνλr
λ
2M
}
u (p1, s1) .
(152)
In addition, for the axial vetor urrent part we have:
〈p (p2, s2)| ψ¯p (0)γνγ5ψn (0) |n (p1, s1)〉 = u¯ (p2, s2)
[
gA (t) γνγ5 −gP (t) γ5rν
2M
]
u (p1, s1) , (153)
where the t dependene of the axial and pseudosalar from fators follows the parametrizations in Eqs. (123) and
(124):
gA (t) = gA
(
1− t
m2A
)−2
, (154)
gP (t) = gA (t)
(
4M2
m2pi − t
)
. (155)
The hadroni tensor here is given by Eq. (113), with the form fators orresponding to the weak neutral transition
urrent replaed by those desribing the weak harged urrent interation. The squared amplitude in Eq. (148) an
then be written as:
|TBHνn|2 = −8παG2FQ21
[
2
(2κ+ τ + 1)x2By
2
]
×
{
x2By
2 [2κ+ 1 + τ (4κ+ 1)] [[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] + [F2u (t)− F2d (t)]]2
+y [2xB (1− τ)− 4 + xBy [2− xB (1− τ) + κ [4− 2xB (1− 4µ)]]]
×
[
[F1u (t)− F1d (t)]2 − t
4M2
[F2u (t)− F2d (t)]2
]
+y [2xB (1− τ)− 4 + xBy [2− xB (1− τ) + κ [4− 2xB (1 + 4µ) + 4xBτ ]]] g2A (t)
+x2By
2 (2κ+ τ + 1)
[
[gA (t) + gP (t)]
2 −
[
1− t
4M2
]
g2P (t)
]
+4xBy [1 + τ − y (2κ+ 1) (1 + xBτ)] [[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] + [F2u (t)− F2d (t)]] gA (t)} . (156)
Finally, the interferene ontribution between the Compton and Bethe-Heitler amplitudes has the following stru-
ture:
Iνn = −2παG2F
{
Tr
{
6k′γν (1− γ5) 6k
[
γβ (1− γ5)
(6q2γµ + 2k′µ)
2 (k′ · q2)
]}
Tr
{
(6p2 +M) Tˆ µνWC (6p1 +M)
×
[
[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] γβ + [F2u (t)− F2d (t)] iσβτr
τ
2M
− gA (t) γβγ5 − gP (t) γ5rβ
2M
]}
+Tr
{
6kγβ (1− γ5) 6k′
[
(γµ 6q2 + 2k′µ) γν (1− γ5)
2 (k′ · q2)
]}
Tr
{
(6p1 +M)
(
Tˆ βµWC
)∗
( 6p2 +M)
×
[
[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] γν − [F2u (t)− F2d (t)] iσνλr
λ
2M
− gA (t) γνγ5 + gP (t) γ5rν
2M
]}}
(157)
in analogy with Eq. (126), or more expliitly, after performing the ontrations:
Iνn = −32παG2FQ21
[
1
2κ (2κ+ τ + 1)xBy3
]
×
{
1
y
[
− (2− xB) (1− y) [2− y (2− y)] + 2K
[
8− xB (2− y)3 − y [11− y (6− y)]
]]
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×
[
[F1u (t)− F1d (t)]ℜ
(H+WC)− t4M2 [F2u (t)− F2d (t)]ℜ (E+WC)+ gA (t)ℜ(H˜−WC)
]
+ξ
[
− xB
(2− xB) y
[
− (2− xB) (1− y) [2− y (2− y)]− 2K (2− y)
[
xB (2− y)2 − 2 [3− y (3− y)]
]]]
×
[
[[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] + [F2u (t)− F2d (t)]]
[ℜ (H+WC)+ ℜ (E+WC)]+ gA (t) [ℜ(H˜−WC)+ ℜ(E˜−WC)]
+gP (t)
[
ℜ
(
H˜−WC
)
+
t
4M2
ℜ
(
E˜−WC
)]]
+ξ
[
−2K (1− y)2
] [
[[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] + [F2u (t)− F2d (t)]]ℜ
(
H˜−WC
)
+ gA (t)
[ℜ (H+WC)+ ℜ (E+WC)]]
+ [− (2− xB) (2− y) (1− y)− 2K [−7 + y (6− y) + xB [6− y (6− y)]]]
×
[
[F1u (t)− F1d (t)]ℜ
(H−WC)− t4M2 [F2u (t)− F2d (t)]ℜ (E−WC)+ gA (t)ℜ(H˜+WC)
]
+ξ
[
− xB
(2− xB) [− (2− xB) (2− y) (1− y)− 2K [xB [6− y (6− y)]− 2 [5− y (5− y)]]]
]
×
[
[[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] + [F2u (t)− F2d (t)]]
[ℜ (H−WC)+ ℜ (E−WC)]+ gA (t) [ℜ(H˜+WC)+ ℜ(E˜+WC)]
+gP (t)
[
ℜ
(
H˜+WC
)
+
t
4M2
ℜ
(
E˜+WC
)]]
+ξ
[
2K (1− y)2
] [
[[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] + [F2u (t)− F2d (t)]]ℜ
(
H˜+WC
)
+ gA (t)
[ℜ (H−WC)+ ℜ (E−WC)]]
+2 (Qu −Qd)
[
(2− xB) (1− y)
2xBy
[− (2− xB) (1− y) + 4K [1− xB (2− y)]]
×
[
[F1u (t)− F1d (t)]2 − t
4M2
[F2u (t)− F2d (t)]2 + g2A (t)
]
+ξ
[
− (1− y)
2y
]
[− (2− xB) (1− y) + 4K (1− xB) (2− y)]
×
[
[[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] + [F2u (t)− F2d (t)]]2 + gA (t) [gA (t) + gP (t)] + gP (t)
[
gA (t) +
t
4M2
gP (t)
]]]}
.
(158)
Due to urrent onservation, the total amplitude,
Tνn = TCνn +TBHνn , (159)
is transverse with respet to the momentum q2 of the outgoing real photon. In other words, by replaing the
polarization vetor ǫ∗µ (q2) in Eqs. (129) and (147) by q2µ, we nd for the Compton ontribution:
TCνn −→ −
√
2
2
(Qu −Qd) |e|GF u¯ (k′) γν (1− γ5)u (k) u¯ (p2, s2)
[
[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] γν
+ [F2u (t)− F2d (t)] (γ
ν 6r− 6rγν)
4M
− gA (t) γνγ5 + gP (t) r
νγ5
2M
]
u (p1, s1) , (160)
while for the Bethe-Heitler part we have:
TBHνn −→
√
2
2
|e|GF u¯ (k′) γν (1− γ5) u (k) u¯ (p2, s2)
[
[F1u (t)− F1d (t)] γν − [F2u (t)− F2d (t)] iσνλr
λ
2M
−gA (t) γνγ5 + gP (t) rνγ5
2M
]
u (p1, s1) . (161)
Clearly, summing the expressions (160) and (161) gives zero, so that the eletromagneti gauge invariane is expliitly
satised.
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E. Eletromagneti sattering
For ompleteness (and for omparison with existing results [30℄), we also onsider the standard eletromagneti
DVCS proess on a proton target. The T-matrix for the pure Compton proess is given by:
TC =
|e|3
q21
u¯ (k′) γνu (k) ǫ
∗
µ (q2) T µνEM , (162)
where T µνEM is the redued eletromagneti virtual Compton sattering amplitude, whih an be easily reprodued
from Eqs. (39) and (43) by disarding all terms aompanied with the minus OFPDs, and replaing the weak vetor
harge by the eletri harge, cfV → Qf . One should also note the additional fator of 2 in the denominator of the
amplitude due to the struture of the vertex qqZ0. The amplitude an then be written as:
T µνEM = −
1
2 (p · q)
{[
1
(p · q2) (p
µqν2 + p
νqµ2 )− gµν
]
×
[
H+EM (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2u (p1, s1) + E+EM (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2)
(6q2 6r− 6r 6q2)
4M
u (p1, s1)
]
+
[
1
(p · q2) iǫ
µνρηq2ρpη
]
×
[
H˜+EM (ξ, t) u¯ (p2, s2) 6q2γ5u (p1, s1)− E˜+EM (ξ, t)
(q2 · r)
2M
u¯ (p2, s2) γ5u (p1, s1)
]}
, (163)
where the orresponding integrals, known as Compton form fators, are given by:
H+EM (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f
Q2f
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)H
+
f (x, ξ, t) =
∑
f
Q2f
∫ 1
−1
dx Hf (x, ξ, t)
(
1
x− ξ + i0 +
1
x+ ξ − i0
)
,(164)
E+EM (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f
Q2f
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)E
+
f (x, ξ, t) =
∑
f
Q2f
∫ 1
−1
dx Ef (x, ξ, t)
(
1
x− ξ + i0 +
1
x+ ξ − i0
)
, (165)
H˜+EM (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f
Q2f
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0)H˜
+
f (x, ξ, t) =
∑
f
Q2f
∫ 1
−1
dx H˜f (x, ξ, t)
(
1
x− ξ + i0 −
1
x+ ξ − i0
)
,(166)
E˜+EM (ξ, t) ≡
∑
f
Q2f
∫ 1
−1
dx
(x− ξ + i0) E˜
+
f (x, ξ, t) =
∑
f
Q2f
∫ 1
−1
dx E˜f (x, ξ, t)
(
1
x− ξ + i0 −
1
x+ ξ − i0
)
. (167)
Here the spin-averaged square of the Compton T-matrix, TC , an be written as:
|TC |2 = (4πα)
3
Q41
LCνβH
νβ
C , (168)
where the eletron tensor, after negleting the eletron mass, beomes:
LCνβ = 2
[
kνk
′
β + kβk
′
ν − gνβ (k · k′)
]
, (169)
and the eletromagneti hadroni tensor is:
HνβC = −
1
2
T µνEM
(
T βµEM
)∗
= −C1EM
[
gνβ − 1
(p · q2)
(
pνqβ2 + p
βqν2
)
+
M2
(p · q2)2
(
1− t
4M2
)
qν2q
β
2
]
, (170)
with
C1EM =
(
1− ξ2)(∣∣H+EM ∣∣2 + ∣∣∣H˜+EM ∣∣∣2)− (ξ2 + t4M2
) ∣∣E+EM ∣∣2 − ξ2 t4M2 ∣∣∣E˜+EM ∣∣∣2 − 2ξ2ℜ(H+∗EME+EM + H˜+∗EM E˜+EM) .
(171)
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The ontration of tensors then yields:
|TC |2 = (4πα)
3
Q21y
2
2
[
1 + (1− y)2
]
C1EM . (172)
As in eletron sattering via the Z0-exhange, the Bethe-Heitler ontribution emerges from both diagrams (b) and
() in Fig. 3:
TBH =
|e|3
t
ǫ∗µ (q2) u¯ (k
′)
[
γµ 6q2γν + 2k′µγν
2 (k′ · q2) +
−γν 6q2γµ + 2γνkµ
−2 (k · q2)
]
u (k) 〈p (p2, s2)| JEMν (0) |p (p1, s1)〉 , (173)
where the proton matrix element of the eletromagneti transition urrent is parametrized in terms of the usual Dira
and Pauli proton form fators:
〈p (p2, s2)| JEMν (0) |p (p1, s1)〉 = u¯ (p2, s2)
[
F1p (t) γν − F2p (t) iσνλr
λ
2M
]
u (p1, s1) . (174)
Consequently one an write the Bethe-Heitler squared T-matrix as:
|TBH |2 = (4πα)
3
t2
LνβBHH
BH
νβ , (175)
with the eletron tensor:
LνβBH = −
1
2
Tr
{
6k′
[
γµ 6q2γν + 2k′µγν
2 (k′ · q2) +
γν 6q2γµ − 2kµγν
2 (k · q2)
]
6k
[
γβ 6q2γµ + 2γβk′µ
2 (k′ · q2) +
γµ 6q2γβ − 2γβkµ
2 (k · q2)
]}
=
2
(k′ · q2)
[
kνqβ2 + k
βqν2 − gνβ (k · q2)
]
+
2
(k · q2)
[
k′νqβ2 + k
′βqν2 − gνβ (k′ · q2)
]
+
2
(k′ · q2) (k · q2)
[
(k · q2)
[
kνk′β + kβk′ν + 2k′νk′β
] − (k′ · q2) [kνk′β + kβk′ν + 2kνkβ]
+(k · k′)
[
kνqβ2 + k
βqν2 − k′νqβ2 − k′βqν2 + 2kνk′β + 2kβk′ν
]
+ 2gνβ (k · k′) [(k′ · q2)− (k · q2)− (k · k′)]
]
,
(176)
and the hadroni tensor:
HBHνβ =
1
2
∑
s1,s2
〈p (p2, s2)|JEMν (0) |p (p1, s1)〉 〈p (p2, s2)| JEMβ (0) |p (p1, s1)〉∗
= t
[
gνβ − rνrβ
t
]
[F1p (t) + F2p (t)]
2
+ 4
[
p1ν − rν
2
] [
p1β − rβ
2
] [
F 21p (t)−
t
4M2
F 22p (t)
]
. (177)
The squared Bethe-Heitler amplitude is then found to be:
|TBH |2 = − (4πα)
3
t
[
4
2κ (2κ+ τ + 1)x2By
2
]{
x2By
2
[
(2κ+ 1)
2
+ (2κ+ τ)
2
]
[F1p (t) + F2p (t)]
2
+
2
τ
[
2τ (1− y)− xByτ (4κ+ τ + 1) + y2
[
τ + xBτ (2κ+ τ) + x
2
Bµ
[
1 + 8κ2 + τ2 + 4κ (1 + τ)
]]]
×
[
F1p (t)
2 − t
4M2
F2p (t)
2
]}
. (178)
Finally, for the ComptonBethe-Heitler interferene part, we nd:
I = (4πα)
3
4Q21t
{
Tr
{
6k′γν 6k
[
γβ
(6q2γµ + 2k′µ)
2 (k′ · q2) +
(γµ 6q2 − 2kµ) γβ
2 (k · q2)
]}
×Tr
{
(6p2 +M) Tˆ µνEM (6p1 +M)
[
F1p (t) γβ + F2p (t)
iσβτr
τ
2M
]}
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+Tr
{
6kγβ 6k′
[
(γµ 6q2 + 2k′µ) γν
2 (k′ · q2) +
γν (6q2γµ − 2kµ)
2 (k · q2)
]}
×Tr
{
(6p1 +M)
(
Tˆ βµEM
)∗
(6p2 +M)
[
F1p (t) γν − F2p (t) iσνλr
λ
2M
]}}
=
(4πα)
3
t
[
1
2κ (2κ+ τ + 1)xBy3
] [
8K (2− 2y + y2)]
×
{
F1p (t)ℜ
(H+EM)− t4M2F2p (t)ℜ (E+EM)+ ξ [F1p (t) + F2p (t)]ℜ(H˜+EM)
}
. (179)
It is worth noting that the analyti expressions for the Compton and interferene ontributions, see Eqs. (172) and
(179), expliitly agree with the results of Ref. [30℄. As for the Bethe-Heitler ontribution, one an reover the Bethe-
Heitler result of Ref. [30℄ by substituting Eq. (115) into the expression (178).
Having presented the formulas for ross setions for the eletromagneti and weak neutral and harged urrent
DVCS, in the next setion we ompute these ross setions numerially, using the model for OFPDs in Se. III B.
F. Cross setion results
The angular dependene of the Compton ontribution to the unpolarized dierential ross setion for the weak
neutral and harged DVCS proesses is illustrated in Fig. 7. The results are presented for the region θBγ ≤ 12◦,
whih orresponds to taking the invariant momentum transfer −t < −1 GeV2 (reall that the requirement for DVCS
is that −t should be muh smaller than Q21 = 2.5 GeV2). The ross setions are observed to be of the same order in
magnitude, and fall o smoothly with inreasing θBγ . For neutrino sattering, the νn harged urrent ross setion
is larger than the νp neutral urrent ross setion. Furthermore, in the weak neutral urrent setor, the ross setion
is onsiderably larger for neutrinos rather than eletrons. The latter reets the dierene in the struture of the
leptoni tensors L
(ν)
νβ and L
(e)
νβ in Eqs. (97) and (104), respetively, sine the weak neutral hadroni tensor H
νβ
WN in
Eq. (98) is the same in both ases.
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Figure 7: Compton sattering ross setions for the weak DVCS proesses orresponding to neutrino-proton sattering via the
weak neutral urrent (solid), eletron-proton sattering via the weak neutral urrent (dashed), and neutrino-neutron sattering
via the weak harged urrent (dotted). The ross setions are plotted as a funtion of the sattering angle θBγ between the
inoming virtual weak boson and outgoing real photon in the target rest frame for Q21 = 2.5 GeV
2
and xB = 0.35 with an
ω = 20 GeV lepton beam.
To investigate the magnitude of the Compton ontributions relative to the orresponding Bethe-Heitler bakgrounds,
we plot both ross setions together on a logarithmi sale in Figs. 8 and 9. Note that for the Bethe-Heitler ross
setion, one should expet poles when the sattering angle θBγ oinides with φ = 20.2
◦
and φ′ = 25.3◦, whih
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orresponds to the outgoing real photon being ollinear with either the inoming or sattered lepton. In both ases,
the Compton ross setion is signiantly larger than the Bethe-Heitler bakground, espeially at small angles. This
is to be ontrasted with the eletromagneti urrent ase, Fig. 10, in whih the Bethe-Heitler ontribution is larger
than the Compton for θγγ > 3
◦
.
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Figure 8: Compton (dashed), Bethe-Heitler (dotted), magnitude of interferene (dash-dotted) and total (solid) ross setions
for eletron-proton sattering via the weak neutral urrent plotted as a funtion of the sattering angle between the inoming
virtual weak boson and outgoing real photon in the target rest frame for Q21 = 2.5 GeV
2
and xB = 0.35, with an ω = 20 GeV
eletron beam.
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Figure 9: As in Fig. 8, but for the neutrino-neutron harged urrent ross setion.
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Figure 10: As in Fig. 9, but for the eletromagneti eletron-proton ross setion.
The relative importane of the various ontributions is even more graphially illustrated in Fig. 11, where we plot
the ratio of the Compton and Bethe-Heitler ross setions for the weak neutral urrent (solid), weak harged urrent
(dashed), and eletromagneti (dotted) DVCS. In the forward diretion (e.g. for θBγ ≤ 4◦ with the ratio−t/Q21 ≤ 0.1),
the Bethe-Heitler ontribution is strongly suppressed by a fator more than 100 ompared to the Compton ontribution
for both weak neutral and weak harged urrent sattering. This is in ontrast with the eletromagneti urrent ase,
where the ratio between the ross setions remains of order unity. Although based on a rather simple model of OFPDs,
these results should be helpful in providing some guidane for future neutrino sattering experiments.
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Figure 11: Ratio of Compton and Bethe-Heitler ross setions for weak neutral (solid), weak harged (dashed) and eletromag-
neti (dotted) DVCS, as a funtion of the sattering angle between the inoming boson B = Z0, W+ or γ and the outgoing
real photon in the target rest frame, for Q21 = 2.5 GeV
2
, xB = 0.35 and ω = 20 GeV.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented a omprehensive analysis of DVCS-like proesses indued by the exhange of weak
vetor bosons. Weak DVCS is an important new tool for studying the quark struture of the nuleon, providing
omplementary information to that available through eletromagneti probes.
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As in elasti form fator studies, or in deep inelasti sattering, weak DVCS provides aess to dierent ombinations
of GPDs to those whih an appear in ordinary DVCS. The avor dependene of the weak harges, for example,
means that one has more sensitivity to d quarks in the proton than in eletromagneti sattering. Furthermore, the
V −A nature of the weak interation allows both C-odd and C-even ombinations of GPDs to be measured, thereby
providing a diret separation of the valene and sea ontent of GPDs. Sine DVCS is sensitive to spin-averaged
as well as spin-dependent GPDs, this feature means that one an extrat spin-dependent valene and sea quark
distributions without polarizing the target. The only other means of obtaining spin-dependent C-odd distributions
would be through neutrino-polarized nuleon sattering, whih is prohibitive, however, beause of the large quantities
of nulear material whih would need to polarized. An additional feature of weak DVCS is that it enables one to
aess GPDs that are nondiagonal in quark avor, suh as those assoiated with the neutron-to-proton transition.
In the present study, we have derived the weak virtual Compton sattering amplitude for the neutral urrent, in
both neutrino and harged lepton sattering, as well as for the harged urrent. The amplitudes have been alulated
in the leading, twist-2 approximation using the light-one expansion of the urrent produt, in terms of QCD string
operators in oordinate spae.
To quantify our results, and to explore the feasibility of measuring weak DVCS ross setions, we have used a simple,
fatorized model to estimate the ross setions in kinematis relevant to future high-intensity neutrino experiments.
In ontrast to the standard eletromagneti DVCS proess, we nd that at small sattering angles the Compton
signal is enhaned relative to the orresponding Bethe-Heitler ontribution. This should make ontamination from
the Bethe-Heitler bakgrounds less of a problem when extrating the weak DVCS signal.
While the urrent model analysis has been exploratory, in future one an use more elaborate models for nuleon
GPDs, inluding sea quark eets, and ontributions from the plus and minus distributions separately. In the small-
|t| region of DVCS kinematis, it would also be of interest to examine further the ontribution from the pion pole,
through the E˜f distribution. Finally, it will be neessary to extend the approah to inlude twist-3 terms in order to
apply the formalism at moderate energies, where the suppression of higher twist ontributions is not guaranteed. The
results presented here provide an important starting point in realizing the program of extrating GPDs in neutrino
sattering.
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